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Abstract— This paper presents the results of the investigation
concerning the behavior of digital protection devices
implemented in a power system that contains dispresed energy
resources such as wind power plants, fuel cells and photovoltaics;
and non-linear loads. The study combines basic knowledge from
the fields of power quality and protection technique. The goal is
to test and analyse the impact of the new electrical environment
on the different types of protection algorithms that can be
implemented in the protection devices. A comparation of the
different protection algorithms concerning their output results is
presented.

Index Terms — Electrical Power System, Fault, Harmonics
Protection Relays, Relaying Algorithms.

1. INTRODUCTION

I HE fast development of dispersed energy resources and
their implementation in the electrical energy system

(EES), in combination with the rapidly rising number of
elecrical energy users with non-linear U-l characteristic sets
new demands for the network protection systems. The
research of the behavior of the protective relays in the new
electrical environment joins knowledge, not only from the
field of protection technique, but also from other different
engineering disciplines like: power quality, power system
controls, signal processing and computing, system state
estimation, intelligent systems, etc. Generated disturbances in
the voltage and the current, that appear not due to a fault in the
protected relay zone, but from the new power system
environment may lead the protection relay to send an incorrect
tripping command to the circuit breaker. This phenomenon
has consequences on the threshold setting of the protection
relays and their testing [1-5].

In the work presented in this paper, for the construction of the
new protective relay elements and the models for dispersed
energy resources and non-linear power loads the standard
university tool of MATLAB-SIMULINK with SimPower
System-Block Set is used.
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Models of the four types of distance protection algorithms for
calculation of the distance to the fault (steady-state; steady-
state-phasor; line differential equation first and second order
approach) are made. The different algorithms are tested in an
electrical environment with dispersed energy resources (test
network). Models for differential protection are constructed
and tested as well. The problems of the current transformer
saturation are also taken into consideration.

The paper starts with the description of the modeled protective
relays. Implementation of the four types of distance
algorithms, as well as of the differential protection follows.
The aim of this paper is to present the behavior of the
protection algorithms in the new decentralised environment
concerning primarily the power quality. The results of the
investigations are presented in a few examples. Conclusions
are given at the end of the paper.

2. MODELING OF DISTANCE PROTECTION DEVICES

For the modeling of protective distance relays, so as for the
differential relays, the hardware and software elements of the
digital relay are represented with corresponding blocks and
their number was set to minimum with the demand of
maximum flexibl ility of the model and maximum
correspondness to the modeled digital protection relay [1-3].
Implemented basic hardware and software components of a
digital relay in the MATLAB - library are : ports for data
acquisition, digital filters, the four types of distance
algorithms, different tripping characteristics and algorithms
for the differential protection. Libraries are made also for:
different current and voltage transformer models, non-linear
loads and the decentralised power sources. This enables one to
freely design digital relays and network elements by selecting
and joining elements from the libraries.

This also provides a very good opportunity for the user to
leam the different digital relay constructions and investigate
their behavior in the different conditions as well as in different
configurations of the power system.
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2.1 Implementation of steady-stale algorithms

For calculation of the distance to the fault on the protected
power transmission line, this group of algorithms uses the
steady-state equations o f the input signals treating them as
solid sinusoidal voltages and currents. With a small sampling
rate (8-12 per period) of the voltages and the currents, the
resistance R (Ohm) and the reactance X (Ohm) can be
calculated. Having the values of the line parameters, the
distance to the fault can easily be calculated. The algorithms
of: Gilbert/Shovlin, Mann/Morrison, Gilcrest/Rockefeller and
the T2- Method from Lobos belong to this group [1]. The
behavior o f all of these algorithms is investigated.

The input signals of the relay terminals are due to the non-
linearities of the integrated power electronics in the system
elements, not ideal. For the testing of the behavior of the
protection relays a simple test-network presented on Fig. 1 is
used. For this example, the wind power generator is connected
to the EES through a 6-pulse inverter and the non-linear load
is connencted to the EES through a 12-pulse inverter.

In the invesigations no fault on the transmission line, but
injection of harmonics according ( I ) are taken into account.

v = 1,2,3....w
(1)

where p = 6, the generated harmonics and their maximum
allowed amounts are given in Table 1.

From (1) can be calculated that the injected harmonics from a
12-pulse inverter are from the I I , 13, 23, 25... order.
Concerning Table 1 a 12-pulse inverter injects a lower amount
of harmonics into the EES.

CT - Current Transformer

VT - Vollage Transformer

CB Circuil breaker

У- t-aull

( j Summalinn Generalor

Fig. I Test-network for protection algorithms

In order to investigate the behavior of every algorithm by non-
ideal input signals the first tests of the algorithms are made for
one phase. As an non-ideal input signals on the relay terminals
the maximum values given in Table I are used. The standard
output values of voltage transformer 100V and current
transformer 1A are taken, and the angle <p = -pi/6. No load
was taken into consideration. The results for the resistance R
= 83 Q , and for the reactance X = 52 Q are to be expected.

As an example the response of the steady-state algorithm
Gilbert/Shovlin is given of this on Fig. 2.

Table I:

Maximum allowed amount of harmonics by a 6 - pulse
inverter.

Harmonics
order

5
7
I I

13
17
19
23
25
29
31

Harmonic current/
Nominal current

0,2025

0,1025

0,08

0,06

0,05

0,05

0,03

0,035

0,025

0,03

•! I

Fig. 2 Response of the algorithm of Gilbert/Shovlin

It can be seen, that the algorithms from this group are
extremly sensitive to harmonic influence. The estimation of
the reactance and the resistance of the power transmission line
is not stable and with that the command for relay - tripping is
incorrect. The reasons for this lay in the small number of
sampling data and the small data window.
In Table 2 the results of this group of distance calculation
algorithms are given.

Table 2:
Characteristics of the steady-state algorithms

Input signals

Sinusoidal
Harmonics
Samling rate
Data window (ms)

Gilber/
Shovli.
++
-

8
7.5

T2-
Lobos
++
-

8
5

Mann/
Morris
+
-

12
3.33

Gilbert/
Rockef.
+
-

12
5

Symbol meanings: (++) unsensitive, (+) relatively unsensitive,
(--) very sensitive, systematic follows [ I ]

These algorithms should not be used for calculation of the
fault distance when signal disturbances caused by dispersed
energy resources and non-linear loads are present in the
network.
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2.2 Implementation of algorithms solving the line
differential equation of first order

In the case of lumped transmission line parameters when the
capacities of the line are neglected the line differential
equation for the investigated power transmission line can be
written as:

u = Ri(t) + L
di(t)

dt
(2)

In this way the transient signals from the network can be taken
into consideration. The (2) is solved with numerical
approximation techniques. With a few sampling data (8-24 per
period) of the input voltages and currents, the line resistance R
(Ohm) and reactance X (Ohm) and consequently the distance
to the fault can be calculated. Using as basis this principle for
calculation of the distance to the fault on the line, the
following algorithms are known in the literature [1]: Bornard/
Bastide, Mclnnes/Morrison, Ranjabar/Cory and the A3- and
A4- Method of Lobos. They are implemented in the
MATLAB - Protection Relaying Library as well. This group
of algorithms is tested in the same test - network. The results
are given in Fig. 3 for the A3- Method of Lobos and
characterised as just acceptable. The other algorithms of this
group are characterised from sensitive to relatively
unsensitive.

In Table 3 the results of this group of algorithms are given.

• «1 • • I n OOa в« I N IIT I B C"

Fig.3 Response of ihe A3- Method of Lobos

Table 3:
Characteristics of the algorithms solving line differential

equation first order

Inputsignals

Sinusoidal

Harmonics

Sampling rate

Data window (ms)

A3-

Lobo
++

0
8

7.5

A4-

Lobos
++

.

8

10

Bornard/

Bastide
++

+

24

15

Mclnnes/

Morrison
++

0

20

11

Symbol meanings: (++) unsensitive, (+) relatively unsensitive,
(O)just acceptable, (-) sensitive, systematic follows [I]

These algorithms should also not be used for calculation of the
fault distance when a high measurement precision is requested
and when signal disturbances caused by dispersed energy

resources and non-linear loads are present in the network. The
implementation of the algorithm of Bornard/Bastide as a part
of a complex algorithm made of a few parallel connected
algorithms is possible. The reasons for the just acceptable
results of the A3-Method of Lobos lay in the larger data
window and the calculation technique, compared to the. T2-
Lobos.

2.3 Implementation of algorithm solving the line
differential equation of second order

This group of algorithms is presented with the algorithm from
Smolinski, an algorithm that takes the capacitances of the
power transmission line into consideration (л--model of power
transmission line). In this way (3) presents the voltage at the
measurement terminals of the distance relay.

du{t)
— (3)

The results are presented in Fig. 4 and characterised as
relatively unsensitive.

I.

Fig. 4 Response of the algorithm of Smolinski '

In Table 4 the result of this algorithm is given.

By solid sinusoidal input signals this algorithm is not stabile,
because of the linear dependence of the equations system. The
implementation of the algorithm of Smolinski as part of a
complex algorithm made of a few parallel connected
algorithms is possible.

Table 4: Characteristics of the Smolinski algorithm

Inputsignals

Sinusoidal

Harmonics

Sampling rale

Dalawindow (ms)

Smolinski

--

+

60

2

Symbol meanings : (--) very sensitive, (+) relatively
unsensitive, systematic follows [I]
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2.4 Implementation of Filter - Algorithms

The steady-state approach can be improved with the
implementation of one of the following methods: Fourier-
filtering [6], discrete cross-correlation, orthogonal expansions,
symmetrical filtering or Kalman filtering [I].

Using the above mentioned improving, filtering methods, the
following algorithms are programed and tested in the
presented test-network: Phadke/lbrahim, Slemon/Robertson,
Sachdev/Baribeau, Carr/Jackson, Kratz and Girgis.

The results of this group of algorithms are presented on Fig. 5
by the example of the algorithm of Phadke/lbrahim. This
algorithm calculates the orthogonal components of the input
signals voltage (4 ) and (5):

Im{t/} = - £

(4)

(5)

Fig. S Response of the algorithm of Phadke/lbrahim

The results of all implemented filtering-algorithms are given
in Table 5. It can be noticed that they are practically the same
- unsensitive to harmonics. The differences concern the
method of calculation, realisation of the filter, the sampling
rate and the data window.

and current (6) and (7):

(6)

(7)

where n is the number of sampling data for one period.

Using the orthogonal components of the voltages and the
currents the resistance R (Ohm) and the reactance X (Ohm) of
the power transmission line can be calculated using the
following (8) and (9):

(8)

(9)

It can be noticed that the resistance R (Ohm) and the reactance
X (Ohm) of the power transmission line are correctly
calculated in a time duration of 0.02 s.

That is precisely the duration of one data window.

The results of this group of algorithms, thanks primarly to the
filtering of the relay input signals and secondary to the high
number of sampling data are characterised as unsensitive to
harmonics.

Table 5:
Characteristics of the filtering-algorithms

Inputsignals

Sinusoidal

Harmonics

Sampling rate
Datawindow (ms)

Phadke/
Ibrahim

++

++

20

20

Slemon/
Robert

++
++

20

20

Can/
Jack
++

++

16

25

Sachdev/
Baribeau

++

++

12

15

Symbol meanings: (++) unsensitive, systematic follows [ I ]

If the calculated line parameters find themselves in the
tripping area of the programed relay characteristic the relay
will send a tripping command to the circuit breaker. An
example of an implemented tripping characteristic as a block
diagram is given in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 Implemented tripping characteristic [2]

The tripping characteristic is in a polygon shape and divided
into two tripping zones (R|,X, and Ri,X2)- That protects the
power transmission line in forward direction. As an example
the results of a phase to phase fault on 10 km of the protected
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20 km long power transmission line at time point 0.2 s (Phase
A to ground solid fault) are given in Fig. 7.

• «si to» •« I M •« «a

«i» •)
Fig. 8 Low - Saturation characteristic

Fig. 7 Response of the algorithm of Phadke/lbrahim in the case of
phase to ground fault

The tripping command is given after 0.008 s and the distance
to the fault is correctly measured at the first tripping zone of
the line.

These algorithms can be used for calculation of the fault
distance when a high measurement precision is requested. The
implementation of the algorithms as a part of a complex
algorithm made of a few parallel connected algorithms is also
possible.

\ A \ /f

3. M O D E L I N G OF DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION DEVICES

The same power transmission line is also protected with a line
differential protection. As input signals to the protection relay
the voltages and the currents of the both sides of the
transmission line are used. The realised algorithm functions
under the well known current difference method. In case of a
fault in the protected zone, the protection relay should send a
tripping command to the circuit breaker and in the case of a
fault outside the protected zone that should not be the case.

Especially in systems with high short circuit power and a fault
close to the relays but outside the protected zone the effect of
current transformer saturation becomes important. This effect
represents the difference in the shape between the input and
the output current of the current transformer. The bigger the
difference, the smaller the measurement precision of the
current transformers, and with that the bigger the
measurement error and the possibility of a false tripping
command. For this purpose models of different current
transformers considering the parameter time - to - saturate are
programmed and tested.

In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 two examples as a result of different
feromagnetic - material characteristics and with different
magnetisation curves and saturation effects are presented.

Fig. 9 High - Saturation characteristic

Comparing the two given characteristics (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 )
the importance of this event should be clear.

The results from the fault in the protected zone at a time of 0.3
s made on a differential protection relay with (tripping time
after 0.05 s of the fault accuration) are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 Tripping characteristic of ihe relay with an integrated filler
for the input signals
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